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The HERD experiment
The High Energy cosmic-Radiation Detection (HERD) 

facility is a future experiment that will be installed 
aboard the China's Space Station around 2027.

It will accomplish important and frontier goals in dark-
matter search, cosmic-ray observations and gamma-
ray astronomy, extending the current measurements 

by at least one order of magnitude in energy. 
In order to match the requirements on energy 

resolution and geometric acceptance, the experimental 
apparatus is based on a 3D, homogeneous, isotropic 

and finely-segmented LYSO calorimeter.

Each crystal is instrumented with 
two photodiodes (PDs):

● Large area PD (25 mm2)
● Small area PD (1.6 mm2) 
The two PDs are housed in a 

single package (< 15x8x2 mm3).

PD read-outThe HERD calorimeter is made of almost 8000 LYSO cubic crystals of The HERD calorimeter is made of almost 8000 LYSO cubic crystals of 
3 cm side arranged in an octagonal shape, so that the detector depth 3 cm side arranged in an octagonal shape, so that the detector depth 
among the main directions is 21 cubes (equivalent to 55 Xamong the main directions is 21 cubes (equivalent to 55 X

00/3 λ/3 λ
II):):

● Good energy resolutionGood energy resolution  (<2% for e(<2% for e--+e+e++ and  and γγ, <30% for , <30% for 
proton and nuclei) proton and nuclei) obtained from the large depth and homogeneityobtained from the large depth and homogeneity

● Large effective geometric factorLarge effective geometric factor  (>2-3 m(>2-3 m22srsr)) obtained  obtained 
from the 3D design able to accept events from top and lateral facesfrom the 3D design able to accept events from top and lateral faces

● Excellent e/p separationExcellent e/p separation (>10 (>1066) obtained from the high ) obtained from the high 
segmentation of the detector that allows a fine shower samplingsegmentation of the detector that allows a fine shower sampling

The HERD calorimeter

In each crystal, the read-out system must have a 10In each crystal, the read-out system must have a 1077  dynamicdynamic  rangerange  
to detect an energy deposit going from the one of a minimum ionizing to detect an energy deposit going from the one of a minimum ionizing 
particle (MIP) used for channel calibration (30 MeV), to the one of the particle (MIP) used for channel calibration (30 MeV), to the one of the 
maximum of a shower initiated by a 1 PeV proton (300 TeV).maximum of a shower initiated by a 1 PeV proton (300 TeV).

Since the absolute energy scale calibration is a critical issue for space Since the absolute energy scale calibration is a critical issue for space 
experiments, each cube is coupled to two independent read-out experiments, each cube is coupled to two independent read-out 
systems (each one with a 10systems (each one with a 1077  dynamicdynamic  rangerange) in order to:) in order to:
● improve the sensor improve the sensor cross-calibration capabilitycross-calibration capability  
● increase the energy/trigger increase the energy/trigger redundancy of the systemredundancy of the system

Each crystal is instrumented with 
three WaveLength Shifting fibers 
(WLSs): WLS1 and 2 are used 
for the signal read-out, whereas 
WLS3 is used to generate the 
main trigger of the instrument.

WLS read-out

Both PDs, made by Excelitas, 
are selected because of their  
low capacitance (< 50 pF), fast 

rise time (< 15 ns) and high 
response (0.2 A/W @ 425 nm 

of LYSO emission peak).

WLS1 and 2 from all cubes are 
connected to just two read-out 
devices, made by Intensified 
Scientific CMOS (ISCMOS), 

consisting in an Image Intensifier 
(II) followed by a CMOS sensor.

The Image Intensifier is 
based on front and rear tapers, 
a microchannel plate and a fast 
phosphor screen with a signal 
intensity reduction to 1% of the 
initial amplitude after 200 μs.

The Scientific CMOS, 
intentionally developed for the 
experiment by CAS XIOPM, 

operates in global reset mode 
with a high frame rate (> 800 fps) 
and low read-out noise (< 1.5 e).

By using a proper optical filter, 
the signal ratio between the two 
PDs is around 1000-2000, so 
that there is enough overlap to 

cross-calibrate their gains 
without loss in dynamic range.
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WLS 1 and 2 are connected to 
two different ISCMOS with 

different Image Intensifier gains: 
the amplified optical signal is 
collected on the CMOS using 
about 30 pixels of 40 μm size.

Each PD is read out by HIDRA, 
a chip developed by INFN-TS, 
based on a double gain CSA, 
featuring small ENC (3000 e), 
low power (3 mW/channel), 

and large dynamic range (105). 

Apart from the energy deposit, 
the HIDRA chip supplies also 

live time trigger information with 
adjustable threshold, which can 
be used to generate a trigger by 

combining different channels.
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Pros ● Simple, compact and without 
thermal impact on crystals

Cons ● Direct ionization in the sensor, 
installed inside the calorimeter 
(→it changes average deposit 

without affecting resolution)

Pros ● Just two devices for all crystals
● No thermal impact on crystals

Cons ● Degradation of II with time 
(→substitution of II after 3y)

● Optical cross talk on SCMOS
(→accurate correction maps)
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